
AEGIS (e’ jis), n.  a protective barrier; the state of being protected or safeguarded, 
as from danger or hardship

AEGIS
L I N E R S

The development and commercialization of the AEGIS silicone liner has created a new class of skin interfacing products.
AEGIS has redefined silicone liner technology by virtue of its innovative design and advanced processing.

ESP appreciates your choosing AEGIS for your clients.  Our customer service division is ready to assist you - please call
us with your inquiries and orders at 1-888-932-7377 (1-888-WEAR-ESP).

CARE AND DONNING INFORMATION

DONNING & DOFFING FABRIC COVERED LINERS: AEGIS Ultimate (6mm), AEGIS Streamiline (3mm),
AEGIS SoFlex (3mm), AEGIS TF (3mm), AEGIS Seal-Pro TT & TF (4mm)

1.)  Invert liner fully.
2.)  Place liner (with shuttle umbrella if used) on a pre-supposed central area of the distal residuum.
3.)  Roll AEGIS firmly onto the residuum.  DO NOT pull liner on.  For transtibial liners, flex knee position (20 - 40 degree angle)
4.)  REMOVAL - ROLL off for easy removal - DO NOT pull liner off.

DONNING & DOFFING UNCOVERED LINERS: AEGIS Streamline, AEGIS Seal-Pro
1.)  Coat the outside of AEGIS w/alcohol/water spray, then invert liner fully.
2.)  Spray outside (now, inside) again and rub liner walls together for full coverage of the lubricant.
3.)  Center the vertical mold line of AEGIS on the mid-line of the limb.
4.)  Roll AEGIS firmly onto the residuum in a flexed-knee position (20 - 40 degree angle).  DO NOT pull liner on.
5.)  REMOVAL - Spray AEGIS liberally with lubricant; roll off for easy removal - DO NOT pull liner off.

TRIMMING
With its pre-flexed 45 degree angle, AEGIS need never be cut to relieve popliteal/patella pressure, or bunching, nor to increase 
range of motion.  The proximal silicone rings offer extra reinforcement and a gentle radius to reduce skin shear.  Trimmming or 
modifying violates manufacturer’s warranty.

Note: The AEGIS TF liner may be trimmed to desired length.  Trimming should be done smoothly.  Apply silicone sealant to the 
cut edges to reinforce.

WASHING
Hand wash AEGIS with a mild liquid detergent - NEVER antibacterial soap.  Wash inside and outisde of liner, rinse thoroughly with
warm water, pat dry.  Soapy residue remaining on liner may cause dermatitis - rinse inside of liner with alcohol once or twice
weekly to remove soap residue.  Place liner on towel with foam insert and allow to air dry.  Use foam insert to retain shape when
not in use. 

WARRANTY 
AEGIS liners come with a 6 month manufacturers warranty.

SIZING - See reverse side.

IMPORTANT
Liner should never be worn on limb with open wounds, unless the wound has been treated by a qualified physician, and is dressed
appropriately.  If skin irritation developes, discontinue use and seek advice from a physician.






